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The Gospel Message and Pastoral Applications of the Song
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61 Rev 21:2 depicts the arrival of the eschaton as the arrival of the wedding day. In Rev 21:3 the
union of God and his people is ratified by a marriage vow using the covenant formula: “They
will be his people, and God … will be their God.” (A variation of the covenant formula is
repeated in Rev 21:7: “I will be his God and he will be my son.”) This is the same covenant
formula that underlies the covenantal marriage theme in Song 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10); see
“Covenantal Headship” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

62 See the comments on Song 8:7 in “The Gospel for All People” above and in the commentary
on 8:7.

63 This promise holds for those who repulse the evil foe’s assaults against themselves, and a
fortiori, it holds for those pastoral watchmen on the city wall who thwart the devil’s attacks
against the weaker and more vulnerable inhabitants of the city. See “To Pastors” below.

64 Regarding the church as the bride of Christ, see “NT Texts with Nuptial Language” in “This
Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach.” The present author believes that the marriage of
Solomon and the Shulammite is a prophetic sign and analogy to the metaphorical marriage
of Christ and the church. See “Marriage as a Prophetic Sign”; “Marriage as an Analogy and
Application of the Gospel” and “Conclusion” in “Is Marriage an Allegory, a Type, a Sacra-
ment, a Prophetic Sign, an Analogy, or What?”

fulness, according to Ezekiel, but the apostles faithfully carried out that min-
istry, hence their names undergird the city wall of the new Jerusalem.

The Song’s promise in 8:9–10 finds the eschatological fulfillment of its
themes and imagery in Revelation 21. While in Song 8:9c–d the “door” is to
be shut and boarded up with cedar—preventing further entrance—the city wall
in Revelation 21 has twelve gates (inscribed with the names of Israel’s twelve
tribes, Rev 21:12) that remain open at all times (Rev 21:25). In the eschaton,
sin and the forces of evil will have been vanquished forever. Gone is the need
for constant vigilance against intruders. The gates in the wall are to remain
open so that the pure may enter (Rev 21:27). Another exigency so vital for the
temporal life of faith shall be transcended: no more will there be need to warn
against the premature or inappropriate arousal of “the Love” (Song 2:7; 3:5;
8:4), for the eschaton will be an everlasting era for the continual consumma-
tion of divine love.61

Concisely stated with NT language, the message of Song 8:9a–b , 10 is that
each baptized62 believer who remains faithful will receive the eternal benefit
of the love that is “the flame of Yah[weh]” and that is “as strong as death” and
“Sheol” (8:6). The one who stands firm as a city wall, repulsing the enemy’s
incursions and attempts to gain entrance, will be part of the architecture of the
eternal city that gleams with the very glory of God.63 May each reader obtain
an inheritance therein (Rev 21:7)!

To Married Men and Women
Fidelity to the Lord, who himself has always been faithful in all respects,

is a theme in the Song that is universally applicable to all baptized believers,
since all of them are participants in the metaphorical and spiritual marriage of
Christ to his church. In so far as the literal, human marriage of Solomon and
the Shulammite is a prophetic sign of—and an analogy to—the metaphorical
marriage of Christ to his bride, the Christian church, this unit pertains to all
baptized believers in Christ, whether married or not.64
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65 See “Analogical” in “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach,” and figure 5, “The
Marriage of Solomon and the Shulammite as an Analogy to That between Christ and the
Church, and as an Ideal Model for Christian Marriage,” in “Is Marriage an Allegory, a Type,
a Sacrament, a Prophetic Sign, an Analogy, or What?”

66 See “Solomon’s Polygamy” in “The Historical Setting of the Song.”
67 See Song 4:12–16 and “To Virgins” below.
68 See further “Solomon’s Polygamy” in “The Historical Setting of the Song,” and “Is Mar-

riage an Allegory, a Type, a Sacrament, a Prophetic Sign, an Analogy, or What?”
69 See further “Sexuality” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

In addition to that theological application to all baptized believers, which
was described in “The Gospel for All People” and “To the Faithful” above, the
marriage of Solomon and the Shulammite, as depicted in the Song, serves lit-
erally as a model for contemporary Christian marriages. The application of the
literal, historical marriage in the Song as a model for the literal, historical mar-
riages of Christian readers is through a hermeneutic of analogy.65

This analogy does, however, require some adaptation as one moves from
the OT to the present era. Not all aspects of the marriage depicted in the Song
are fit for inclusion in an ideal model for contemporary marriage. Specifically,
Solomon’s polygamy, to which Song 6:8–9 refers, may seem to negate the as-
sertion that the Song depicts the ideal of marital fidelity.66 Some might object
that the Song contains a double standard: the Shulammite remained a virgin
until marriage and is the role model for women,67 while Solomon had many
wives and concubines and is the role model for men. Others may object that
Solomon’s polygamy excludes him from consideration as a type or model of
the Christ who claims but one bride, the “one holy catholic and apostolic
church” (Nicene Creed). This commentary’s view is that Solomon does indeed
serve as a type of Christ, but not in respect to his polygamy, which only points
toward Christ by way of negation: where Solomon was profligate, Christ dis-
plays singular devotion.68 Nevertheless, despite his polygamy described in
Song 6:8, Solomon himself immediately counters that his surpassing love for
the Shulammite makes her unique, without peer—“one,” as if there were none
other (Song 6:9)—and so in that respect, within the Song Solomon can and
does serve as a model of a husband whose love for his bride is exclusive and
faithful.

Married men and women will do well to absorb the joyfully reverent out-
look on life expressed throughout the Song. The attitude both Solomon and the
Shulammite convey toward each other—and also toward the rest of the cre-
ation, which they study and enjoy together—is shaped by their faith in their
Creator and their delight in the Creator’s good gifts, especially that of marriage
and sexuality.69

That same joyfully reverent attitude toward marriage and one’s spouse is
well described in NT language in Article XXIII of the Apology, “The Marriage
of Priests.” Countering the unbiblical requirement of forced celibacy for clergy,
the Lutheran confessors adduced a number of key biblical texts that portray
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70 Ap XXIII 28–30, 34. Regarding celibacy, see further “To Virgins” below.
71 Meilaender, “The Venture of Marriage,” 5.
72 Lutheran Worship Agenda (St. Louis: Concordia, 1984) 120, 122–23. The third purpose is

expressed more positively in the liturgy’s exhortations to fidelity.
73 The second purpose is not germane because the Song mentions no children of Solomon

and/or the Shulammite; see further “To Childless Couples” below. Regarding the third pur-
pose, infidelity comes into view in Song 6:8–9 via its reference to Solomon’s polygamy (see
further “Solomon’s Polygamy” in “The Historical Setting of the Song”), but temptation to
unfaithfulness is not a major theme in the Song (unless it is interpreted according to the
“shepherd hypothesis,” that it is about Solomon’s unsuccessful attempt to lure the Shulam-
mite away from her husband, who is the shepherd in 1:7–8; this commentary rejects that
hypothesis).

74 Meilaender, “The Venture of Marriage,” 4.
75 Luther described the self-centered nature of sinful people as incurvatus in se, “curved in

upon itself.” Luther uses that phrase or slight variants of it in WA 3.292.18 (AE 10:241); WA
56.258.28, 305.1, 325.9, 356.5–7, 361.18, 518.6 (AE 25:245, 291, 313, 345, 351, 513).

marriage as a holy estate for all believers. The believer is justified through faith
alone, freeing the spouse to enjoy the blessings of marriage with a clear con-
science and an awareness of God’s favor:

Marriage is pure in believers because it is sanctified by the Word of God, that
is, it is a matter that the Word of God permits and approves, as Scripture tes-
tifies abundantly. … Paul says about marriage, foods, and similar things that
they are “sanctified by God’s Word and prayer” [1 Tim 4:5], that is, through
the Word, by which the conscience is made certain that God approves, and
through prayer, that is, through faith, which uses marriage with thanksgiving
as a gift of God. …

Paul says about permissible things, “To the pure all things are pure” [Titus
1:15], that is, to those who believe in Christ and by faith are righteous. Thus,
as virginity is impure in the ungodly, so marriage is pure in the godly on
account of the Word of God and faith.70

Acontemporary Lutheran theologian, drawing on Apology XXIII, has per-
suasively written about three benefits of marriage:

God uses marriage to accomplish good purposes in our lives—[1] to encour-
age a man and a woman to serve each other in a union of love, [2] to sustain
human life through the gift of children, and [3] to restrain and heal our anar-
chic sexual impulses. And each of these purposes, in its own way, requires
for its realization fidelity to the marriage vow.71

While each of those three purposes finds support in various parts of the
Scriptures (and each is reflected in the Lutheran wedding liturgy72), the Song
most directly supports the first purpose.73 The Song may be the biblical book
that best depicts that marriage “institutionalizes a call to faithful love between
husband and wife. Through the bond of marriage God calls us out of our ‘alone-
ness’ so that we may love and be loved by one who is not just another self.”74

That marriage directs us away from the self-centeredness characteristic of the
sinful nature75 and toward sacrificial living is affirmed by the Catechism of the
Catholic Church: “After the fall, marriage helps to overcome self-absorption,
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76 Catechism of the Catholic Church, § 1609.
77 Catechism of the Catholic Church, § 1615. Problematic aspects of the Roman Catholic

understanding of “grace” were noted in “Is Marriage a Sacrament?” in “Is Marriage an Alle-
gory, a Type, a Sacrament, a Prophetic Sign, an Analogy, or What?” The “grace of Christian
marriage” in the quote above should be understood to refer to God’s grace in Jesus Christ,
which grants the forgiveness of sins and the power to lead a new life—a new life that
includes marital fidelity. It should not be understood to mean that God confers a special dis-
pensation of grace on married couples that is not conferred on single people—as if marriage
were a means of grace. See further “Is Marriage a Sacrament?” in “Is Marriage an Allegory,
a Type, a Sacrament, a Prophetic Sign, an Analogy, or What?”

78 See “Ephesians 5” in “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach.”

egoism, pursuit of one’s own pleasure, and to open oneself to the other, to mu-
tual aid and to self-giving.”76

To those who might protest that a lifelong commitment to marital faith-
fulness is not realistic, the Scriptures reply that God’s grace in Jesus Christ is
more than sufficient for this area of life (as well as all others):

By coming to restore the original order of creation disturbed by sin, he [Jesus]
himself gives the strength and grace to live marriage in the new dimension of
the Reign of God. It is by following Christ, renouncing themselves, and taking
up their crosses that spouses will be able to “receive” [cf. Mt 19:11] the origi-
nal meaning of marriage and live it with the help of Christ. This grace of Chris-
tian marriage is a fruit of Christ’s cross, the source of all Christian life.77

Bearing the cross involves both Law and Gospel. As in all pastoral prac-
tice, the proper distinction between Law and Gospel is necessary for a faithful
and appropriate application of the Song to Christian marriages. Particularly im-
portant is the way that the pastor moves from God’s own fidelity to God’s call
that the Christian be and remain faithful (cf. 2 Tim 2:11–13). The starting point
must be a recognition that all fallen human beings are, by virtue of their sinful
nature, intrinsically unfaithful. The infidel that lives within each sinful person
is and must be condemned to death by the Law; it must be crucified and buried
with Christ (e.g., Rom 6:1–11). Only by the Gospel’s power to forgive sins and
raise the baptized believer to newness of life—the risen Christ’s life (Gal
2:20)—may one speak of believers beginning to evidence fidelity in accord
with God’s own fidelity. Since the Gospel is “the power of God” (Rom 1:16),
it can and does empower fidelity and obedience to the Word of God. Countless
Christians persevere in fidelity throughout the decades of their married lives;
in their outward behavior, they never engage in adultery or divorce. Their mar-
ital fidelity attests the power of the Gospel to change lives.

The Song’s location in the midst of the OT canon, not at its beginning, in-
dicates that it presupposes the prior Scriptures, with their message of sin and
grace and the new creation empowered by divine love. Therefore the theolog-
ical starting point of the Song is comparable to that of Eph 5:21–33, which ad-
dresses Christian husbands and wives in a way that presupposes the Law and
Gospel message of the Christology and ecclesiology in the epistle’s earlier
chapters.78 God’s fidelity is abundantly revealed in the Torah and the Prophets,
which in the Hebrew canon precede the Writings, among which is the Song.
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79 The same is true of the royal, Christological marriage portrayed Psalm 45. See the discussion
of that psalm in “The Writings” in “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach.” A key
prior text for the theology of both the Song and Psalm 45 is the promise given to David in
2 Samuel 7.

80 Meilaender, “The Venture of Marriage,” 3.
81 Regarding the Song’s date, see “Solomonic Authorship” in “The Historical Setting of the

Song.”
82 A recognition of that fact underlies the traditional Jewish reading of the Song at Passover;

see “Liturgical and Homiletical Use in Worship” in “Churchly Use of the Song.”
83 See the commentary on Song 1:5, 17; 3:6–8; 6:4–5, 10; 8:5. The phrase “the curtains of

Solomon” in 1:5 may allude to the tabernacle or temple. The unusual plural Hebrew term in
1:17 translated as “houses,” with cedar rafters, may refer to Solomon’s palace and/or temple.
In 3:6; 6:10; and 8:5, the identical question tazO ymi followed by a feminine participle in each

The fidelity of the couple depicted in the Song presupposes the perfect fidelity
of God throughout history, and is a result of the gracious God’s faithfulness.79

God’s activity of creation most certainly is characterized by fidelity, as are
all of God’s acts. However, this commentary’s view is that the Song is best ex-
plicated with reference to God’s fidelity in the history of his redemption of his
fallen creatures. One Lutheran theologian describes the connection between
divine and human fidelity in words that refer to both creation and redemption:

Because we live by the faithfulness of this Son, we, in turn, must work at
learning to be faithful ourselves. … When we hear from this God a word of
command, “You shall not commit adultery,” we must struggle to hear in that
command his own commitment and promise to us. It will prove true of us as
God has promised: we shall not commit adultery. He will make of us people
who can say “Amen” to his command.

If the church has anything to say to the world about marriage, it must, there-
fore, involve at its heart the good of faithfulness. …

The crucified and risen Lord, the one who as faithful and true witness is
God’s “Amen” to us, is the uncreated principle of all creation, the one
through whom the Father addresses and orders the creation (Rev 3:14). The
faithfulness that he so paradigmatically embodies will not, therefore, be
entirely alien to those created in his image.80

There is much to be commended in that affirmation. The believer should lis-
ten to the Sixth Commandment within its larger biblical context. The Decalogue
was given to Israel after God had redeemed his people from Egypt and as God
was leading them toward the promised land. The Torah places the Decalogue
(Exodus 20; Deuteronomy 5) in the midst of the narrative of Israel’s salvation.

Some five hundred years after the Decalogue,81 the Song was given to Israel
as a celebration of the divine love by which two individual believers (Solomon
and the Shulammite), as representatives of the whole people of God, had been
graced.82 Its words of command—particularly the adjuration (Song 2:7; 3:5; 8:4)
and its hortatory application (8:8–10)—need to be considered within the larger
biblical context of the empowering Gospel love that is “the flame of Yah[weh]”
(8:6). That Gospel is rooted in the prior history of God saving Israel. The Song
contains allusions to that history, specifically the exodus and conquest of the
promised land, the tabernacle, and the temple.83 That history culminates in the
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case anticipates that the answer is the beloved Shulammite. Song 3:6–8 and 8:5 liken the
Shulammite in the wedding procession to Israel after the exodus, traveling in battle forma-
tion around the tabernacle and “coming up from the wilderness.” “Columns of smoke” in
3:6 alludes to God’s theophany as a pillar of cloud by day when he led Israel out of Egypt
(Ex 13:21–22). In Song 6:4–5 too the Shulammite is like Israel in the exodus, traveling in
frightening battle formation. Song 6:10 contains a theophanic simile somewhat different
from the one in 3:6: she is like the sun looking down. In 8:5 she is like the faithful contingent
of Israel during the exodus: as she comes up from the wilderness, she is leaning on her lover,
signifying that she is dependent on him, with a proper relationship of trust in him.

84 Rom 13:8–10. It is intriguing that the apostle begins with the Sixth Commandment, then fol-
lows with the Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Commandments.

85 Meilaender, “The Venture of Marriage,” 3, quoted above.
86 To be sure, the creation itself bears witness to God’s faithfulness. This might be seen, for

example, in those animals that remain monogamous throughout life. However, Canada geese
outdo human beings in displaying faithful monogamy, and so the testimony of creation may
serve to condemn human unfaithfulness, rather than enable human faithfulness.

87 Delitzsch, Hohelied, 179–83. Unfortunately, this first commentary by Delitzsch on the Song
has never been translated from German into English.

definitive revelation of the Gospel through the redemption wrought by Jesus
Christ. The Gospel is what enables the readers and hearers of the Song to begin
to live in harmony with God’s commands. St. Paul describes the relationship be-
tween God’s commands, including the Sixth Commandment, and their fulfill-
ment in the sublime love furnished through the Gospel:

Do not owe anything to anyone except to love others. For he who loves the
other person has fulfilled the Law. For the [command] “You shall not commit
adultery” … is subsumed in this word: “You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.” … Therefore the love is the fulfillment of the Law.84

This leads to a second observation related to the earlier quote.85 Faithful-
ness will not be alien to those who are being recreated in Christ’s image (e.g.,
Rom 8:29; 2 Cor 3:18; Col 3:10). Human beings, now fallen, are by nature sin-
ful and unfaithful; only through God’s regenerative work in Christ can one hope
that God’s attribute of faithfulness might become characteristic of his people
too. It is in God’s redemptive work in Christ that God supremely reveals his
faithfulness to his gracious promises.86

Delitzsch87 has a good discussion of loving fidelity that carefully balances
Law and Gospel. He affirms that the marriage relationship depicted in the Song
is the result of both “necessity” (Nothwendigkeit) and “freedom” (Freiheit) in
the Gospel. In this love the man and wife live according to God’s order of cre-
ation. The Creator formed his creatures with an innate need to marry, both for
reproduction and for satisfying the sexual desire (except for those with the gift
of celibacy)—hence the “necessity” of marriage. Delitzsch seems to be af-
firming the analysis in the Lutheran Confessions that marriage is part of “nat-
ural law” and is therefore “lawful,” an “ordinance,” and a “right”:

As we said above, we are speaking not about concupiscence (which is sin),
but about that desire which they call natural affection and which concupis-
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88 Ap XXIII 13. The terms “law(ful),” “ordinance,” and “right” are found throughout Ap XXIII
(e.g., XXIII 7–12).

89 Delitzsch, Hohelied, 182.
90 While the Sixth Commandment pertains especially to those married, it is relevant for all peo-

ple. The harm done to others by violation of the Sixth Commandment may be most grievous
when the violator is married, since the violation then involves sin against the lawful spouse
in addition to sin with the unlawful partner. But the Sixth Commandment’s call to spiritual
and sexual fidelity pertains to all people.

91 Lutheran Worship Agenda, 122.
92 For the covenantal quality of the marriage depicted in the Song, see “Covenantal Headship”

in “Theological Themes in the Song,” and the commentary on 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10). For
the covenantal aspect of marriage in general, see Hugenberger, Marriage as a Covenant.

93 A brief but insightful study of the history of key terms in English wedding vows and the sig-
nificance of the exchange of rings is by Allen C. Hoger, “In Search of Adequate Wedding
Vows,” Logia 6/2 (Eastertide 1997) 29–30. Hoger shows that The Forme of Solemnizacion of
Matrimonie, by Thomas Cranmer, published in 1549, has shaped English wedding services
down to the present day. In many traditional wedding liturgies, including the one in Luther-
an Worship Agenda, the only difference between the vows of the husband and the bride is

cence has not removed from nature. Concupiscence inflames it so that now it
rather needs an antidote. Marriage is necessary not only for the sake of pro-
creation but also as a remedy.88

However, Delitzsch adds, the love of Christian husband and wife is a per-
sonal gift of each to the other, given freely and joyfully in their relationship of
divinely ordered harmony. Christian love is not extracted by compulsion but
is expressed freely by husband and wife as a fruit of grace in the realm of the
freedom of the Gospel. Only God can ignite this love:

Shulamith herself expresses in 8:6 f. how she wants to be loved by Solomon
and how she loves him. This self-testimony discloses the interior of human
freedom and divine necessity in the true love of man and wife before our
eyes. Love is a hy tbhlv [hy:êt]b,h≤àl]v', Song 8:6], a flame kindled by God him-
self [eine von Gott selbst angezündete Flamme], which man himself cannot
give, and even if he offers all his possessions for it [Song 8:7], man cannot
kindle it in another. … This love man cannot produce by himself; it is an
action of God—a divine flame, which … cannot be smothered or extin-
guished by any misery or hostile power.89

The faithfulness modeled and extolled in the Song through the persons of
Solomon and the Shulammite is both toward God, in harmony with the First
Commandment, and in relation to other people—particularly the spouse—as
in the Sixth Commandment.90 Faithfulness involves both a negative and a pos-
itive element. Negatively, faithfulness entails the forsaking of all other gods,
and the forsaking all other potential mates, as expressed by “forsaking all oth-
ers”91 in the traditional wedding vows of both the bridegroom and the bride.

Positively, faithfulness entails the abundant expression of exclusive love
for the covenant God, and for one’s partner in the marriage covenant.92 This is
expressed in the traditional wedding vow (dating back to 1549), in which both
the bridegroom and bride promise to “love,” “honor,” and “keep” the other.93
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that hers includes an additional promise to “obey”: “Will you love him, comfort him, honor
him, obey him, and keep him?” (p. 122). However, Hoger states that in Cranmer’s original
form, the husband was asked to love, comfort, honor, and keep his bride as his wife, while the
bride was asked to obey, serve, love, honor, and keep her husband. Hoger asks about the
responsibility of the husband alone to comfort:

Do we not find in this old wedding service, then, a terse attempt to convey the richness
of Ephesians 5, where Saint Paul charges husbands to love their wives “as Christ loved
the Church, laying down his life for her” [Eph 5:25]? It is simply not true that in this ser-
vice, the grandfather of published English wedding services, “obey” was stuck into oth-
erwise equal vows as an additional burden for the bride. The groom had his own burden
to bear—“comfort.” (p. 30)

The husband’s duty (and his alone) to comfort his wife corresponds to her duty (and hers
alone) to obey and serve him.

Hoger calls for wording that recognizes that the husband and wife have distinctive duties, not
identical or interchangeable roles. Vows should “express in the language of today the full
truth of St. Paul’s words, words that link the holy estate of matrimony to the mystery of
Christ and his beloved” (p. 30).

94 For example, in Numbers 25 Israelite men were seduced into the worship of Baal by Moabite
women who invited them to participate in their worship liturgy (Num 25:1–3), and that sor-
did narrative is not far removed from God’s provisions for proper worship (Numbers 28–30).
This is just one of many juxtapositions that link worship practice and sexual practice—for
good or evil. See “Antonymous Texts with Adulterous Language” and “Conclusion” in “This
Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach.”

95 See the examples of appropriations of the Song for preaching and in hymnody in “Churchly
Use of the Song.”

96 Kurowski, The Lifelines of Love, provides an excellent discussion of how the means of grace
are the “lifelines” for a healthy Christian marriage.

97 Gary Smalley and John Trent, The Language of Love: A Powerful Way to Maximize Insight,
Intimacy, and Understanding (Pomona, Calif.: Focus on the Family, 1988).

For that positive purpose, the Song may surpass all other Scripture pas-
sages in providing a delightful means to build up love—love from and for God,
and love within a marriage. The Scriptures contain many negative illustrations
of collusion between idolatry, immorality, and alluring, but false, worship litur-
gies.94 As a corrective antidote, and as a most powerfully positive prophylac-
tic against such enticements, the reverent appropriation of the Song may be
featured within the Divine Service as a prominent element of salutary, edify-
ing worship.95 People who are tired of hearing the church say, “Thou shalt not
…” may be pleasantly surprised and persuaded by the church’s proclamation
of the Song. It instills faithfulness by fanning the flame of the Spirit, that the
Christian’s eschatological hope may burn ever brighter. As the entire Divine
Service strengthens and guides the Christian’s everyday life of faith—and mar-
riage96—the appropriation of the Song in worship will likely extend its influ-
ence into many other aspects of daily life throughout the week—to the glory
and praise of God, and to the salvation of many a troubled marriage.

The attempted resurrection of failing marriages is, of course, a major bur-
den of parish ministry today. The ideal, however, is for every Christian mar-
riage to be happy and healthy, so that there is no need for the pastor to engage
in deathbed heroics to rescue it from the brink of disaster. An example of the
application of the Song to that end is The Language of Love,97 which suggests
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98 The Song contains four units in which Solomon or the Shulammite express poetic praise for
the physical beauty of the other. See the discussion of the genre of these poetic units in the
commentary on 4:1–7. Song 4:1–7 is about the Shulammite; 5:9–16 is about Solomon; and
both 6:4–10 and 7:2–10 (ET 7:1–9) are about the Shulammite.

99 Not unrelated would be the application of the Song to maximize the enjoyment experienced
by married couples; cf. “Sexuality” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

100 In the previous sentence Luther referred to “marital/conjugal chastity” (eheliche Keuschheit,
rendered as coniugalis castitas in the Latin translation; see Concordia Triglotta [St. Louis:
Concordia, 1921] 642, LC I 219). Therefore by “chastity” here Luther means satisfying sex-
ual relations exclusively with one’s marriage partner, not abstinence for married Christians.
Similar is the terminology of Chytraeus, A Summary of the Christian Faith (1568), 82–83:

Chastity or a sense of decency is the virtue which maintains a purity of mind and body in
harmony with the will of God and which avoids all passions which God has forbidden. …

Conjugal chastity is to keep one’s body chaste and holy for one spouse or to guard rev-
erently the laws which God has instituted for marriage. …

God produces a chaste mind, that we may serve Him in chastity, and that, with the
human race being propagated in this way, the eternal Church may be gathered to God.

For the sake of clarity, the present commentary generally prefers to speak of premarital
chastity, that is, abstinence, and marital fidelity, that is, relations exclusively with one’s
spouse. However, both of those could be subsumed by the words chastity or fidelity with
wider definitions.

101 Meilaender, “The Venture of Marriage,” 6.

that Christian couples may increase their communication and intimacy by ex-
pressing complimentary “word pictures” similar to the descriptions of Solomon
and the Shulammite in the Song.98 This is just one way in which the Song can
serve as a positive model and inspiration for fostering love within a marriage—
an exquisitely joyful love that provides a bulwark against infidelity and di-
vorce.99

A contemporary Lutheran theologian has issued this admirable challenge:

Each way of life is a venture made in response to God’s call. But envisioning
marriage as such a venture remains a peculiarly Lutheran heritage, a gift to be
offered the world. In his Large Catechism Luther writes that when “husband
and wife live together in love and harmony, cherishing each other whole-
heartedly and with perfect fidelity,” their example “is one of the chief ways to
make chastity100 attractive and desirable” (LC I, 219). To take up with audac-
ity the venture of marriage, to ask God to make of us exemplars who keep
the marriage vow and regard it as attractive and desirable, is a great service
we can offer our society. …

This understanding of marriage as an heroic venture is … something that the
heirs of the Lutheran Reformation might well take as their special calling in
our society.101

Given the Lutheran doctrine of vocation—and of marriage as a divine vo-
cation—it is incongruous that Lutherans down to the present day have so sorely
neglected the Song. Despite the paucity of Lutheran writings on the Song, may
married Lutherans—and all Christians—by their fidelity trumpet to the world
the Song’s joyful Gospel of God’s gracious fidelity in Jesus Christ!
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102 This is equally true of the dialogues of both the bridegroom and the bride. See “Eschatolog-
ical Yearning and Consummation: Now but Not Yet” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

103 A pastoral tactic the present author learned from a venerable veteran of the cross, Rev. Dr.
Kenneth F. Korby, is to ask a spouse who is seeking a divorce for unbiblical reasons, “Are
you dead yet?” Assuming the reply is negative, the pastor can then direct, “You promised
‘till death us do part,’ so until you are dead, go home and keep working on your marriage!”
The most pithy biblical counsel is “ ‘I hate divorce [jL'v'],’ says Yahweh, the God of Israel”
(Mal 2:16).

104 Liturgy and Agenda (St. Louis: Concordia, 1936) 353. In the present author’s opinion, alter-
native rephrasings lack the punch and memorable quality of this traditional wording.

105 While composing this unit the present author was not unaware of the irony of the attempt by
a male writer to discern the message of the Song communicated by means of women (the
Shulammite and the daughters of Jerusalem) specifically for women. Readers who desire the
perspective of a female writer may consult the works in the bibliography written by women.
In the opinion of the present author, the best of those include Baril, The Feminine Face of the
People of God; Davis, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs; Elliot, The Literary
Unity of the Canticle; Exum, “A Literary and Structural Analysis of the Song of Songs”; and
Munro, Spikenard and Saffron; and for the history of interpretation, Astell, The Song of
Songs in the Middle Ages, and Matter, The Voice of My Beloved. Those women, to varying
degrees, accurately depict and rejoice in the character traits and roles of the women depict-

The Song also has much to say about the distinctive roles of husbands and
wives within marriage. In many respects the roles depicted in the Song do not
conform to common stereotypes (or caricatures) about Christian marriage roles.
See further “Created Gender Roles” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

Happily, the Song knows nothing about the possibility of divorce. Nowhere
does it mention anything remotely akin to the dissolution of the marriage it cel-
ebrates; everywhere the sentiment is for more intimate communion with the
beloved.102 Therefore, the present commentary deems itself excused from in-
cluding an extended discussion of the vexing subject of divorce.103 The affir-
mation that “Love is as strong as death” (Song 8:6) undergirds the inclusion of
“till death us do part”104 in the marriage vows.

To Women, Especially the Daughters of Jerusalem (Song
1:5; 2:7; 3:5, 10; 5:8, 16; 8:4; cf. 3:11)

The previous unit, “To Married Men and Women,” was deliberately in-
clusive, because the Song speaks, via Solomon’s historical marriage, to mar-
ried men as well as married women. Nevertheless, this unit and the next unit,
“Women Teaching Women: The Shulammite Teaches the Daughters of Jeru-
salem Just As Her Mother Had Taught Her,” seek to show that the Song—per-
haps more than any other canonical book in the Scriptures—directly and
specifically addresses women through the literal, historical women who par-
ticipate in its drama and who speak wisdom for the benefit of the women who
hear and read the Song. The practical appropriation of the Song’s wisdom for
and by women will be the main goal of these units. This unit is concerned with
the daughters of Jerusalem and their implications for believing women, and
also for the entire bride of Christ. In the next unit, more specific attention is
given to the Shulammite’s message to and for women.105
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ed in the Song. For studies from a more humanistic or feminist perspective, one may consult
the volume coedited by Brenner and Fontaine, The Song of Songs, and Falk, The Song of
Songs; Trible, “Depatriarchalizing in Biblical Interpretation”; and Walsh, Exquisite Desire.

The present author thinks that radical feminists dehumanize women (and men) by attempting
to dissuade them from pursuing and enjoying the vocation God would have them fulfill. Some
radical feminists try to negate the gender differences that the Creator has built into and assigned
to his creatures, while others practically deify gender characteristics and sexuality to the extent
that they become ends in themselves and idolatrous objects of worship. That criticism may
sound overly harsh, but only to those faithful Christian readers who may be unaware of the
extent to which human depravity manifests itself in some treatises ostensibly based on the Song
of Songs. The cover illustrations and artwork within some books obviously pander to baser
human instincts and contrast harshly with the subtle and delicate poetry of the Song itself.

106 See also 2 John. The apostle John addresses his epistle to the church as “the lady” (kuriva,
2 John 1, 5) and refers to other Christians as comprising her “sister” (ajdelfhv, 2 John 13). See
further “NT Texts with Nuptial Language” in “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical
Approach.”

107 It is tempting to compare the daughters of Jerusalem to the ten virgins in Jesus’ parable (Mt
25:1–13). That parable is about “the kingdom of heaven” (Mt 25:1; cf. Solomon as Jl,m,,
“king,” in Song 1:4, 12; 3:9, 11; 7:6 [ET 7:5]), and the ten virgins may stand for all of the
various kinds of people who appear to be members of God’s kingdom in this earthly life. Of
those ten, five act foolishly and ultimately are excluded from the festivities that attend the

At the same time that this unit emphasizes women, it also proposes some
brief applications to all baptized believers of the theology of the Song’s mes-
sage to women. The justification for that theological application is that all bap-
tized believers are part of the spiritual bride of Christ, the Christian church.
The present author believes that passages such as Ephesians 5 justify this unit’s
hermeneutical movement from (1) practical applications of the Song to his-
torical, believing women to (2) the theological application of the Song to the
church as the bride of Christ. As explained in “Ephesians 5” in “This Com-
mentary’s Hermeneutical Approach,” in that chapter the apostle Paul initially
discusses the roles of literal, historical husbands and wives within the human
marriage relationship, but intersperses comments extolling the spiritual (theo-
logical, metaphorical) union of Christ and his betrothed bride, the church.106

Following the apostle’s hermeneutic, this unit, like the unit “To Virgins”
below, endeavors to show that the Song has theological application to all bap-
tized believers, since they all are part of the virgin, betrothed bride of Christ.
The women in the Song are members of the larger body of believers. As pupils
and recipients of divine wisdom, the Shulammite, and especially the daughters
of Jerusalem, not only represent women, they also stand as representatives of
the whole people of God. In the linguistic world of the Song’s text, the rela-
tionship between them and the entirety of God’s people could be termed
metonymy or synecdoche of a part for the whole, but not mere metaphor, be-
cause these women are actual, historical personages. Simply put, in Christian
language, these women of Israel represent all who belong to the church. Ulti-
mately, they exemplify all members of OT and NT Israel—the “one holy
catholic and apostolic church” (Nicene Creed), the bride of Christ—all who
are invited to learn and receive divine wisdom through the Song.107
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marriage ceremony when the Bridegroom suddenly arrives. The other five made prudent
preparation, and these wise virgins are invited to participate in the end-time nuptial celebra-
tion. Likewise, the daughters of Jerusalem may represent all those who appear to hold mem-
bership in God’s kingdom. The adjuration (Song 2:7; 3:5; 8:4) is necessary due to the possi-
bility that during the long wait for the (second) advent of Christ, some may prove to be
foolishly unfaithful and so may miss the consummation of the marriage at the appointed time
when divine love “pleases.”

However, the daughters of Jerusalem differ from the ten virgins in three respects. First, the
daughters of Jerusalem in the Song are actual historical women, while the ten virgins in the
parable are representational (metaphorical) literary figures, not specific, historical individu-
als. Second, while the daughters of Jerusalem may well include the virgins mentioned in
Song 1:3 and 6:8, the daughters of Jerusalem may also include all manner of women (mar-
ried, widowed, divorced), not just virgins. Third, the ten virgins stand for all people, male
and female, now in the visible church, while all of the daughters of Jerusalem are women,
not men (though the message conveyed to them and through them in the Song is relevant for
men too).

108 A major exception to that statement is the hortatory application in Song 8:8–9, which calls
brothers to be guardians of their sister(s). See “To Brothers and Sisters in the Family and in
Christ” below.

109 The present author considers Clines, “Why Is There a Song of Songs and What Does It Do
to You If You Read It?” to be completely erroneous in presuming that the Song was written
solely for the amusement of men and not at all for the edification of women. Clines disre-
gards the Song’s repeated appeals to women as literary fictions.

110 In the Song the “daughters of Jerusalem” are actual women who speak and act. For a dis-
cussion of the Hebrew phrase and its literal (nonmetaphorical) meaning, see the textual note
on μyIl'v;Wry“At/nB] in Song 1:5. In the OT the phrase μyIl'v;Wry“At/nB], “daughters of Jerusalem,”
occurs only in the Song (1:5; 2:7; 3:5, 10; 5:8, 16; 8:4), and ˜/YxiAt/nB], “the daughters of
Zion,” occurs only in Is 3:16–17; 4:4; and Song 3:11.

A literary analysis of the Song reveals that it is written especially for
women.108 To be more specific, the Shulammite addresses much of the Song to
the “daughters of Jerusalem,” who are the implied audience of the Song.
Within the Song’s original historical setting, the daughters of Jerusalem refer
to actual women who lived in Jerusalem and were contemporaries of Solomon
and the Shulammite.109 These women are not just literary figures or a personi-
fication of Jerusalem.110

This unit’s emphasis on the daughters of Jerusalem is because they serve
as the main literary and theological link between the Shulammite herself and
the readers and hearers of the Song. In the Song, Solomon has almost no di-
rect involvement with the daughters of Jerusalem, while the Shulammite serves
as the connecting link between Solomon and them. She interacts with them,
and she interacts with Solomon. The bridge between the Shulammite and the
readers and hearers of the Song consists of the daughters of Jerusalem because
the Shulammite addresses and instructs them, but she does not directly address
the Song’s readers and hearers. Figure 8 attempts to illustrate this.
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111 This topic is discussed also in “To Mothers, through Whom God Grants Life” below and in
“Interpretation: Christological Wisdom and Teaching, the Mystical Union, the Means of
Grace, and the Theology of the Cross” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

112 Proverbs 1–9 frequently addresses the reader or listener as “my son” and invites him to learn
wisdom (Prov 1:8, 10, 15; 2:1; 3:1, 11, 21; 4:10, 20; 5:1, 20; 6:1, 3, 20; 7:1). This wisdom is
not the exclusive province of the father, since Prov 1:8 and 6:20 call for the “son” not to
abandon the teaching (hr:/T) of his mother as well as the instruction of his father. However,
in both Prov 1:8 and 6:20 the teaching of the father is given priority by its initial placement
in the verse, and the mother follows the father in poetic parallel. The chief emphasis through-
out most of Proverbs is on the instruction by the father.
Since both Proverbs and the Song are Solomonic books (though parts of Proverbs are attrib-
uted to others), it may be possible that Solomon, under inspiration, intentionally wrote one
book for the instruction of young men and the other for inculcating wisdom in young

Women Teaching Women: The Shulammite Teaches
the Daughters of Jerusalem Just As Her Mother Had
Taught Her (Song 8:2)

Much of the Song directly involves the education of women.111 The origi-
nal historical impetus and occasion for the composition of the Song may have
been for the purpose of instructing the women of Israel in godly wisdom. If so,
then the Song may be the canonical counterpart to Proverbs, much of which is
phrased as a father’s instruction to his son.112 This thesis finds confirmation in

Figure 8

The Interactions within the Song

The Message through the Song

Solomon Daughters 
of Jerusalem

Shulammite

All three of the main characters in the Song and the substance of their interactions
(words and deeds) hold a message for the readers. The most direct message is that
spoken by the Shulammite to the daughters of Jerusalem, which also pertains to the
readers and hearers of the Song.

The Shulammite interacts with both Solomon and the daughters of Jerusalem, but
Solomon does not interact with the daughters of Jerusalem.

Readers 
of the Song

Solomon Daughters 
of Jerusalem

Shulammite
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Song of Songs 6:1–3

Like Christ, “My Lover Descended
to His Garden”

Translation
6 [They:]1 1Where did your lover go,

O most beautiful among women?

Where did your lover turn,

that we may seek him with you?

[She:] 2My lover descended to his garden,

to the terraces of spice,

to browse among the gardens,

and to gather lilies.
3I am my lover’s, and my lover is mine—

he who browses among the lilies.

Textual Notes
6:1 This question posed by the “daughters of Jerusalem” (5:16) has the same po-
etic structure as their earlier question to her in 5:9, which prompted her description
of him (5:10–16). Both 5:9 and 6:1 have the poetic structure a b || a c (see the textual
notes on 5:9).

μyvi–N:˝B' hp…`Y:˝h' J̋dE+/D Jlæ¢h; hn:a;º —Yetib (Îaº ) is one of the few prepositive accents.
hn:a; is the interrogative adverb ˜a;, “where?” or “whither?” (BDB, s.v. ˜a; [listed un-
der ya']; DCH, s.v. ˜a;, 1), with the unaccented adverbial locative or directional suffix
hÎ; (Waltke-O’Connor, §§ 10.5 and 18.4f, examples 26–27).2 Hence most literal for
hn:a; is “where to?” (HALOT, s.v. ˜a;, 2).

Here Jlæh; has the nuance “go away” (BDB, Qal, I 1 b; HALOT, Qal, 7) or “depart”
(BDB, Qal, I 1 b), as in 2:11. The combination of the verb Jlæh; and adverb hn:a;& occurs a
number of times in the OT, meaning to “go to, unto” (BDB, s.v. Jlæh;, I 1 d (3) b).

ydI/D is the Shulammite’s usual term of endearment for Solomon, her husband,
and the term has Christological connotations.3 Here the daughters of Jerusalem have

1 A chorus of speakers (“we,” plural) expresses 6:1. Most likely they are the “daughters of
Jerusalem” (5:8, 16) to whom the Shulammite described Solomon, her lover (5:10–16), in
response to their question in 5:9.

2 On the basis of the Ugaritic evidence, Joüon, § 93 c, and Waltke-O’Connor, § 10.5, discred-
it the older view (GKC, § 90 c) that the locative ending was not an adverbial suffix but was
an archaic accusative case ending.

3 See “She Calls Him ‘My Lover’ and He Calls Her ‘My Friend’ ” in “Theological Themes in
the Song.”
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in mind the relationship between the Shulammite and Solomon (which prefigures the
relationship between Christ and his church) when they refer to him as J˝dE+/D, “your
lover” (the pronominal suffix is second feminine singular, referring to the Shulam-
mite and her alone). Other Song passages affirm that the daughters of Jerusalem (who
probably include or are the same as the “virgins” in 1:3; 6:8) do indeed “love”
Solomon (bh'a;, 1:3–4; hb;h}a', 3:10). But the Song never says Solomon loves them
back; instead, despite his acknowledged polygamy, his love is focused exclusively on
his Shulammite wife (6:8–9).4 The other women never presume to call Solomon “our
lover” (WndE/D) or even “the lover” (d/Dh'), which would leave ambiguous whose lover
he is. Instead, they respect and honor the relationship that has culminated in his mar-
riage to the Shulammite (3:11) by calling him J˝dE+/D, “your lover.” They participate
vicariously in the love of the husband and wife as they encourage the couple’s love
and exclusive intimacy (1:4; 5:1e–f).5

Here (6:1) they do more than verbally encourage the married lovers; they vol-
unteer to participate actively in her search for him. We may assume that their intent
is that after they would help her find him, they would encourage the couple’s exclu-
sive intimacy, as they do in 1:4 and 5:1e–f. They have no desire to seduce Solomon
away from her. Rather, in accord with the Sixth and Tenth Commandments, they de-
sire the “husband and wife [to] love and honor each other.”6 They “fear and love God
so that” they would “not entice or force away” their neighbor’s husband, “but urge”
husband and wife “to stay” in their lively marriage “and do their duty.”7 (Regarding
the First and Sixth Commandments, see the commentary on 6:3 below). We consider
commentators who assume the opposite to be projecting upon the daughters an evil
motive that is contrary to the portrait of them in the Song.8

With the superlative construction μyvi–N:˝B' hp…`Y:˝h', the daughters further honor
Solomon’s exclusive devotion to his Shulammite wife: they acknowledge that she is,
in his eyes,9 the “most beautiful among women,” and so he rightly has eyes for her

4 See the commentary on 6:8–9 and “Solomon’s Polygamy” in “The Historical Setting of the
Song.”

5 See further “To Women, Especially the Daughters of Jerusalem” in “The Gospel Message
and Pastoral Applications of the Song.”

6 Luther’s Small Catechism with Explanation (St. Louis: Concordia, 1986) 10, explaining the
Sixth Commandment.

7 Luther’s Small Catechism with Explanation (St. Louis: Concordia, 1986) 11, explaining the
Tenth Commandment.

8 Davis (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs, 283) believes that “formerly the
woman [the Shulammite] appealed to them [the daughters] as her advocates (5:8). But sens-
ing that they have now become rivals,” she speaks 6:3 to inform them that he belongs to her
alone. Similarly, Murphy (Song of Songs, 173) says this about 6:2: “The woman’s response
cuts off any hope the Daughters may have had concerning a possible relationship with the
man.” But Hengstenberg (Hohelied Salomonis, 160) is correct that 5:8 shows that the daugh-
ters of Jerusalem only want to search for the Lover for the sake of “the daughter of Zion [the
Shulammite].”

9 See the commentary on 4:1–7, Solomon’s first detailed description of her perfection (4:7).
Compare also the textual notes on 4:8, which discuss his terms of endearment for her, includ-
ing ytiM;T' (5:2; 6:9), by which he calls her “my perfect one.”
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10 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 153, quotes Song 6:1 as an example of poetic variation by
means of synonyms in parallel positions.

11 HALOT, Qal, 1, includes 6:1 under an accurate but cumbersome definition: “to turn to one
side, head in a particular direction (in a geographical or topographical sense).” But also
possible for 6:1 would be “to turn away and go on further” (HALOT, 4 c).

12 See “The Search” and also “Eschatological Yearning and Consummation: Now but Not Yet”
in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

13 For such a volitive or modal nuance of the imperfect, see Joüon, §§ 113 l and 114 b, note 1,
and Waltke-O’Connor, §§ 31.4h and 31.5; and for such a volitive imperfect specifically after
an interrogative clause, see GKC, § 107 u. After a question, the conjunction w“ with a cohor-
tative or volitive verb may express “an intention, that or so that” (BDB, 3), or “in order that”
(HALOT, 21); see also Joüon, § 116 a–c.

alone. The superlative construction μyvi–N:˝B' hp…`Y:˝h' is repeated from 1:8 (where it is prob-
ably Solomon who addresses the Shulammite) and 5:9 (where the daughters address
her). Hence in all three of its occurrences in the Song, it refers to the Shulammite. For
the grammar, see the textual note on it in 1:8.

.J̋M…â[i WN˝v≤`q]b'n“˝W J˝dE+/d hn:∞P; hn:a;º —The first line is largely repeated from the start of
the verse, but hn:∞P; has replaced Jlæ¢h;, creating an aesthetically pleasing poetic varia-
tion.10 Such literary flourishes abound throughout the Song, but their elegance is lost
in translation. Depending on the context and attendant prepositions, hn:P; can mean
“turn toward” or “turn away” (BDB, Qal, 1 a and b, respectively), and the verb used
absolutely (by itself) can mean “turn away” (BDB, Qal, 1 b), which is an appropriate
nuance here.11

WN˝v≤`q]b'n“˝W is the sixth and last occurrence in the Song of the Piel verb vqeBi, “seek
to find” (BDB, 1), “search for” (HALOT, 4). The verb contributes to the search theme
that extends throughout the Song.12 In the Song vqeBi always takes an accusative di-
rect object, as it does commonly throughout the OT (BDB, 1 b). Here the direct ob-
ject consists of the third masculine singular pronominal suffix (WN˝Î≤). (Two different
forms of the third masculine singular suffix were used as the verb’s direct object in
3:1–2 and 5:6.) The verb appeared prominently with the Shulammite as the subject
in her first nocturnal search for Solomon (twice each in 3:1 and 3:2) and once in her
second nocturnal search, which was unsuccessful (5:6). It was her lack of success in
finding him in 5:6 that led to the daughters’ question and offer here (6:1).

WN˝v≤`q]b'n“˝W is the regular form of the (first common plural) Piel imperfect, but it has
a volitive nuance like that of a cohortative, expressing the speakers’ purpose and in-
tent. In effect, the daughters say, “Where did he go? Tell us so that we may search for
him with you.”13

In this context, the preposition μ[i (with second feminine singular suffix and sil-
luq, J˝M…â[i) means “with” in the sense of “actions done jointly with another” (BDB, 1
b) or “action in company” with another (HALOT, 1 a). Similar was the meaning of tae
in 4:8, where Solomon invited the Shulammite to travel with him (y˝Tiai, “with me,”
twice). Elsewhere in the Song, μ[i is in static contexts, pertaining to objects attached
(1:11) or adjacent (4:13–14; 5:1) to other objects.
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14 In 4:8, the Shulammite is atop Mount Hermon, and Solomon’s invitation to her (yrIWv∞T;) is
either “May you gaze” from the mountain or “May you descend” from the mountain,
depending on which of the two homographic verbs (rWv I or rWv II) is intended. In 4:1 and
6:5, goats “leap down” (vl'G:)̋ from the mountains of Gilead. An antonym of dr"y: is hl;[;, used
for sheep that “come up from the washing” (4:2; 6:6); that washing presumably took place in
a low-lying pool or stream. Absent from the Song is ̃ DEr“y", “Jordan,” a noun formed from dr"y:
that can refer to either the river or the valley.

15 Delitzsch, Song of Songs, 108.
16 For example, Deut 28:24 (rain); Num 11:9 (dew); Is 55:10 (rain and snow); see BDB, Qal, 3

a; HALOT, Qal, 2 a.
17 For example, Ex 19:11, 18; Num 11:17; see BDB, 2; HALOT, 3.

6:2 /˝N±g"˝l] dr"∞y: yŸ˝dI/D—The beloved’s reply is straightforward grammatically, but raises
hard questions for interpretation. See “The Paradox: Going or Coming?” and “Christ
Descended to His Garden” in the commentary below.

Regarding yŸ˝dI/D, see the note above on J˝dE+/D in 6:1. By calling Solomon “my
lover,” the Shulammite reinforces her bond of matrimony with him—the bond to
which the daughters alluded when they called him “your lover” (6:1). The unusual
placement of the subject-noun preceding the verb (… dr"∞y: yŸ˝dI/D) makes the subject
emphatic.

The Qal of the common verb dr"y: means to “go down” (BDB; HALOT, 1 and 2)
or “descend” (BDB). The Song has several synonyms and antonyms.14 The only other
occurrence of dr"y: in the Song is in 6:11, where too (as in 6:2) a person (there proba-
bly the Shulammite) goes down (dr"y:) to a garden (hN:G"). We agree with Delitzsch, who
considers the language of 6:2 to be literal and historical: “He is certainly, she means
to say, there to be found where he delights most to tarry. He will have gone down—
viz. from the palace (vi. 11; cf. 1 Kings xx. 43 and Esth. vii. 7)—into his garden.”15

Throughout the OT, dr"y: appears in a wide variety of contexts, most of which in-
dicate that the descent is from a higher elevation to a lower location. HALOT (Qal, 2
b) includes Song 6:2 among verses where the verb denotes descending from Mount
Sinai (Ex 19:14), going down to the Nile River (Ex 2:5), going down to a spring (Gen
24:16), going down to the sea to set sail (Is 42:10; Ps 107:23), and sinking into the
Red Sea (Ex 15:5). In other passages, rain, dew, or snow comes down16 or water flows
down from a mountain (Deut 9:21) or into the Dead Sea (Josh 3:16; Ezek 47:8; BDB,
3 b). A number of times dr"y: describes God descending from heaven and appearing
on earth in a theophany.17 Another frequent use of dr"y: (BDB, 1 i; HALOT, 4) is to de-
scribe people who die and descend to Sheol (e.g., Num 16:30, 33), to the pit (r/B,
e.g., Ps 30:4 [ET 30:3], or tj'v', e.g., Job 33:24), to the dust (rp;[;, e.g., Ps 22:30 [ET
22:29]), or to death (tw<m;, e.g., Prov 5:5).

The choice of dr"y: for descending or going down to a garden in Song 6:2 and 6:11
indicates that the garden is situated in a low-lying area. Such topography is consis-
tent with the assumption that the garden may be watered by a stream or a spring. It is
also consistent with passages in which dr"y: is used to denote people going down to a
river or to the sea. Earlier Solomon described his bride as “a garden locked … a spring
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18 Pope, Song of Songs, 553–57.
19 ˜G" will also appear in 8:13 as the Song ends in a garden setting. The synonym hN:G" in 6:11 is

the corresponding feminine form.

locked, a fountain sealed ” (4:12) and as “a fountain of [that waters] gardens, a well
of living waters and flowing streams” (4:15). If lj'n" in 6:11 means “wadi, valley”
(rather than “date palm”), then 6:11 indicates that the garden (hN:G") is in a valley.

A natural location for a garden would be at a relatively low elevation, adjacent
to a spring or stream of water, since water flows downhill. Another factor is that soil
naturally erodes from rocky hillsides and accumulates in lower areas, such as a val-
ley. Due to the availability of water and the quality of the soil, a lower area may pro-
vide better growing conditions for the cultivation of a garden. Compare 1:14, where
the Shulammite refers to “the vineyards of En Gedi,” which was an oasis nestled in
a valley between steep slopes near the Dead Sea. Such topography would mean that
dr"y: in 6:2, 11 does mean “to descend, go down” to the garden in a literal sense.

At the same time, we note that such a literal sense is compatible with the view of
some early church fathers and a few more recent commentators that 6:1–3 was ful-
filled by the literal, historical burial of Jesus Christ in a garden tomb and his victori-
ous descent into hell. That view finds some support in the use of dr"y: to describe those
who descend to Sheol or other designations of the realm of the dead (BDB, 1 i; HALOT,
4). Pope related 6:2 to the descent of pagan fertility gods into the netherworld and
their subsequent “resurrection,” which represented, respectively, the dry season (when
vegetation would die) and the rainy season of growth (when the fertility god would
revive). While such pagan mythology is foreign to the Song, Pope also cites a vari-
ety of Jewish and Christian interpretations that relate the passage to God coming down
to earth and redeeming his people, especially in Christ’s incarnation, death, descent
to hell, and resurrection at the garden tomb.18 See further the commentary below.

/˝N±g"˝l] is ˜G", the usual term for “garden,” with the preposition l] and third masculine
singular suffix (/). “His garden” connects this passage to the earlier pericope of
4:8–5:1, whose main theme is the motif of the garden paradise. ̃ G" occurs there in 4:12,
15, 16 (twice); 5:1.19 Solomon described his Shulammite bride as “my garden” (y˝NI¡g",
4:16b). She affirmed his claim upon her when she implored him, “May my lover come
into his garden” (4:16c). Now she uses the identical prepositional phrase (/˝N±g"˝l] in both
4:16c and 6:2a). After her invitation in 4:16c, Solomon stated that he had fulfilled her
desire as he repeats the appellation: “I came into my garden” (yÙ˝NIg"˝l], 5:1a). Additional
similarities between the rest of 6:2 (the terraces of spice and flowers) and 4:10–5:1
are discussed in the textual notes below.

While /˝N±g"˝l] seems to imply that the garden in 6:2 is the same as that in 4:12–5:1,
it is an open question whether the garden in 6:11 is the same as the one in 6:2 and/or
the one in 4:12–5:1.

μc,Bo=˝h' t/g™Wr[}˝l'—The preposition l] places this phrase in apposition to /˝N±g"˝l] in the
preceding line: “to his garden” is further explained as “to the terraces of spice,” im-
plying that the “terraces of spice” are in “his garden.” In 5:13 the Shulammite used
the same two nouns in a similar construct phrase as a simile to describe Solomon’s
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20 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 224.
21 μyNIv'/v serves as the plural of both the masculine singular ˜v;/v and the feminine singular

hN:v'/v. A feminine plural form (*t/Nv'/v) is not attested in the OT. HALOT (s.v. ˜v;Wv//v)
opines that the feminine singular hN:v'/v “is a unitary noun” and the masculine plural μyNIv'/v
is “a group-plural.”

On the other hand, the Song’s poet (Solomon) could have selected a feminine plural form for
“gardens,” but chose the masculine form, perhaps to correspond to μyNIv'/v. The feminine sin-
gular hN:G" appears in the Song only in 6:11, and the feminine plural t/NG" is attested in the OT
only outside the Song (see HALOT, s.v. hN:G", *hN:GI). μyNIG"˝ is the plural of the masculine ˜G".̋ The
singular ̃ G"˝ appears in 4:12, 16 (twice); 5:1; and earlier in 6:2, and the masculine plural μyNIG"˝ is
in 4:15; 6:2; 8:13. See the textual note on μyNIG"˝ below.

22 “The Garden Paradise” in “Theological Themes in the Song” and the textual note on “gar-
den” in 4:12 cite the biblical and extrabiblical evidence that ancient Near Eastern kings cus-
tomarily would possess a royal garden (often near the palace) and that the maintenance of the
garden by the king had symbolic significance because the king’s successful cultivation of the
garden was hoped to portend the divine blessing of fruitfulness and fecundity for the entire
country and people ruled by the king. One or more of the gardens to which the Song refers
might be such a royal garden belonging to Solomon. The Song does state that Solomon
owned a “vineyard” (8:11; cf. 1:14).

cheeks: μc,Bo+˝h' tg"∞Wr[}˝K' wŸ˝y:j;l] (“his cheeks are like a terrace of spice”). Here (in 6:2)
hg:Wr[}˝ is plural (t/g™Wr[})̋. μc,Bo is singular here, but as in 5:1, 13, it may function as a
general term or collective that would include a variety of specific species of spices
(the plural μymic;B] is in 4:10, 14, 16; 8:14). The plants in “the terraces of spice” (6:2)
may be or include those detailed in 4:13–14 and 5:1: henna, nard, saffron, calamus,
cinnamon, frankincense, myrrh, and aloes. The definite article in μc,Bo=˝h' may denote a
“defining substance” (HALOT, s.v. h', B 4), as with μc,Boh' in 5:13, so our translation
does not include the article with “spice” (neither here nor in 5:13). However, unlike
the general comparison to “a terrace of spice” in 5:13, here one particular garden (“his
garden,” 6:2) with its particular terraces (“the terraces”) is in mind, and the article on
the nomen rectum serves to make the entire construct phrase definite: “the terraces of
spice.”

.μyNIêv'/vê fqo¡l]˝li˝w“ μyNI±G"˝B' t~/[r“˝li—The parallelism between these two phrases cre-
ates alliterative assonance.20 Each phrase begins with a Qal infinitive construct with
prefixed l] (t~/[r“˝li and fqo¡l]˝li)̋ to form a purpose clause (Joüon, § 124 l; Waltke-
O’Connor, § 36.2.3c–d). Each infinitive is followed by a noun in the form of a mas-
culine plural.21

The Song employs the verb h[;r: (6:2–3) with a variety of subtle nuances that par-
tially overlap as literal and metaphorical usages, with physical and spiritual connota-
tions, shade into one another. In the OT h[;r: commonly means “to pasture, tend,
shepherd, graze,” either transitively (a man shepherds animals; animals graze on veg-
etation) or intransitively (a man acts as a shepherd; animals graze). See BDB and
HALOT. In 4:5 gazelles “browse among the lilies,” and the grazing gazelles are
metaphors for the Shulammite’s breasts (as also in 7:4 [ET 7:3], but without h[;r:).

In 2:16 and 6:2–3, Solomon is the subject of h[;r:, and so he does not literally
browse on (graze, eat) flowers as the gazelles do in 4:5. Rather, Solomon goes “to
browse among the gardens” (6:2) and he “browses among the lilies” (2:16; 6:3) in the
literal sense that he would inspect, cultivate, and pick flowers in his actual garden(s).22
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23 That the intimate knowledge is mutual (she knows him even as he knows her) is shown by
her detailed description of his bodily features in 5:10–16. The Song does not contain the verb
[d"y:, but the Song’s portrait of the lovers’ marriage is consistent with OT passages that use
[d"y: to describe marital intimacy as the God-pleasing acquisition of knowledge of one’s
spouse (e.g., Gen 4:1, 17, 25; and after worship, 1 Sam 1:19). (The OT also uses [d"y: with the
wife as subject and the husband as the object, but in less favorable contexts, such as Num
31:17–18, 35.) See further “Sexuality” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

24 See “The Structure of the Song” and also the first part of the commentary on 5:9–16, which
6:1–3 follows (literarily and chronologically).

25 Delitzsch, Song of Songs, 108, on 6:2.

Yet there is also a metaphorical sense as a double entendre. She herself is a lily (hN:v'/v,
2:1–2) and a garden (4:12–5:1). In 4:5 Solomon inspects her breasts, which he likens
to gazelles browsing among lilies. In 7:3–4 (ET 7:2–3), he pictures her belly as sur-
rounded by lilies, then studies her breasts (and also in 7:8–9 [ET 7:7–8]).

Even if Solomon has departed from his Shulammite wife (6:1), her statement that
he went down “to browse among the gardens” (6:2) and the epithet that Solomon is
“he who browses among the lilies” (2:16; 6:3) both connote that he is attentively de-
voted to his Shulammite, upon whom he lovingly gazes as upon lilies in 4:5 and 7:3
(ET 7:2), and whom he pictures as a garden (4:12–5:1; cf. 6:2–3). In addition to in-
dicating Solomon’s intoxicated infatuation with his wife’s contours (see Prov 5:19;
Song 5:1e–f), the affirmations that he browses among the gardens and lilies indicate
his intimate familiarity with her upon the consummation of the marriage, which he
described by affirming, “I came into my garden” (5:1).

This intimate familiarity and the spouses’ mutual knowledge of each other is not
limited to the wedding night, but continues to be renewed and to grow throughout the
duration of the lifelong marriage (cf. 1 Cor 7:5).23 This view fits with our overall per-
spective that Song 5:2–8:14 pertains to the ongoing period of married love after the
wedding.24

We have not endeavored to connect 2:16 and 6:2–3 to 1:7–8, where h[;r: has a
transitive, pastoral meaning: humans “shepherd” or tend sheep and goats, though a
spiritual connotation may be present that is relevant for the ecclesiastical office of
pastor (see the commentary on 1:7–8). Delitzsch, however, does connect Solomon’s
browsing (2:16; 6:2–3) to the pastoral imagery in 1:7–8 and to Jesus as the Lamb in
Revelation:

Shulamith expresses this in her shepherd-dialect, as when Jesus says of His
Father (John xv. 1), “He is the husbandman.” Flowerbeds are the feeding
place … of her beloved. Solomon certainly took great delight in gardens and
parks, Eccles. ii. 5. But this historical fact is here idealized; the natural flora
which Solomon delighted in with intelligent interest presents itself as a figure
of a higher Loveliness which was therein as it were typically [typologically]
manifest (cf. Rev. vii. 17, where the “Lamb,” “feeding,” and “fountains of
water,” are applied as anagogics, i.e. heavenward-pointing types).25

The plural μyNI±G"˝B' (“among the gardens”) in 6:2c is unusual following the singu-
lar ˜G" in 6:2a. Joüon (§ 136 j, note 1) considers μyNIG" in 6:2 to be one of a number of
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26 For example, Ex 16:4, 5, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 26, 27. The Qal can also mean to “glean” a field
after harvest, that is, to pick up the stalks of grain that were missed by the harvesters (Ruth
2:8). “Gather” or “glean” are the usual meanings of the Piel.

27 See further “Eschatological Yearning and Consummation: Now but Not Yet” in “Theologi-
cal Themes in the Song.”

28 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 178, including note 46. He notes that 2:16 has the same
structure. He also lists 3:10, but that seems erroneous.

plurals in the Song that are “due to generalisation and to indetermination.” We be-
lieve it more likely that the plural was chosen to create alliteration and poetic balance
by matching the parallel plural term μyNIêv'/vê in the following phrase. μyNIG" in 6:2c may
refer to the many garden beds and “terraces” (t/g™Wr[},̋ earlier in 6:2) that would be
within the single large garden denoted by ˜G" in 6:2a. The plural μyNIG" appears in two
other Song passages, both of which pertain to the Shulammite. In 4:15, Solomon de-
scribed her as a fountain with water so abundant it irrigates a number of “gardens.”
In 8:13 Solomon will characterize the Shulammite as she “who tarries among the gar-
dens.” Those parallel passages support the view that the lover’s descent to his garden
and his browsing and gathering of flowers in it (6:2) allude to his intimacy with his
wife.

“To browse among the gardens” (6:2) is clarified by the following parallel phrase,
“to gather lilies.” The verb fq'l; (only here in the Song) in the Qal usually means “pick
up, gather” (BDB, 1), “gather, glean” (HALOT, 1; similar is DCH), as when the Is-
raelites gathered the manna26 or animals gather food (Ps 104:28). In Song 5:1 Solomon
had used the synonym hr:a;, saying, “I came into my garden, my sister, [my] bride. I
gathered [ytiyrI•a;] my myrrh with my spice.” In both contexts Solomon’s activity of
gathering plants in the garden (5:1; 6:2) connotes intimacy with his garden-wife, al-
though 6:1–2 presents something of a paradox because Solomon seems to have de-
parted from his wife (see further the commentary below).

“Lilies” are in the accusative (μyNIêv'/vê fqo¡l]˝li)̋, as is common for the direct object
after an infinitive construct (Joüon, § 124 i). The lily or lilies pertain to the Shulam-
mite in a metaphor or simile in 2:1–2; 4:5; 7:3 (ET 7:2). The flowers are a metaphor
for Solomon’s lips in 5:13. In 2:16 and 6:2–3, it may be best to say that the flowers
pertain to both Solomon and the Shulammite since he is the one who gathers them
and browses among them, and they may metaphorically represent her.
6:3 .μyNIêv'/V̋B' h[≤`ro˝h; y˝li+ y˝dI∞/d̋w“ yŸ˝dI/d̋l] ynI•a}—This verse is the second of the Shulam-
mite’s three progressive affirmations of the marital union, expressed in language rem-
iniscent of God’s covenant with Israel. The placement of this verse immediately after
6:2 reinforces the interpretation that Solomon’s activities of browsing and gathering
flowers in the garden represent consummation of the marriage, fulfilling the Shulam-
mite’s yearning (4:16c–d; cf. 1:2; 2:17; 8:14).27 The verse consists of a “staccato tri-
colon,” and each of the three clauses has two accents.28 Song 6:3 is almost identical
to 2:16 (see the textual notes there), but the different word order conveys a distinct
change of emphasis. In 2:16 she emphasized first, “My lover is mine,” then secon-
darily, “I am his.” In 6:3 she first affirms, “I am my lover’s,” then “my lover is mine.”
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29 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 296, considers these two clauses in 6:3, in comparison to
the first two in 2:16, to be an inverted refrain.

30 See “A Comparison of Genesis 3:16; 4:7; and Song of Songs 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10)” and
“The Progressive Covenantal Affirmations in Song of Songs 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10)” in
“Theological Themes in the Song.”

31 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 224. In 6:3 yŸd̋I/d̋l] ynI•a} has the long vowels I, O, I, and then
y̋li+ y̋dI∞/d̋w“ has the long vowels O, I, I. While the resulting pattern, I-O-I || O-I-I, is not precise-
ly chiastic, it does display assonance, as do the similar phrases in 2:16, where the pattern is
O-I-I || I-O.

32 The four pericopes are 5:2–8; 5:9–16; 6:1–3; and 6:4–10. Song 6:11–12 would be part of
this fifth cycle too if it were a retrospective description of what the Shulammite did between
6:3 and 6:4 (see immediately below). However, we prefer to read the Song as chronologi-
cally as possible, and so we favor the view that 6:11–12 does not fit (in terms of the flow of
the drama) between 6:1–3 and 6:4–10, but instead begins a new cycle (the sixth cycle). See
the commentary on 6:11–12 and especially “The Structure of the Song.” Some commenta-
tors have views similar to ours; for example, Delitzsch (Hohelied, 117–30; Song of Songs,
90–113) considers 5:2–6:9 to be the “fourth act,” which he subdivides into a “first scene”
(5:2–6:3) and “second scene” (6:4–9). Many other commentators consider 6:1–3 to be the
last part of the unit that began at 5:2, but they exclude 6:4–10 from that unit: Hengstenberg,
Hohelied Salomonis, 132–61; Fox, The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs,
139–49; Murphy, Song of Songs, 164–73; Davis, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of
Songs, 275–84; Longman, Song of Songs, 160–76.

33 Regarding the genre of the Song’s four portraits of the married lovers’ features (three of her,
one of him), see the commentary on 4:1–7, which is his first portrait of her.

34 See “Song 6:4–10 within the Poem” in the commentary on 6:4–10.

The inversion29 implies that her conception of the marriage covenant has matured.
She will describe her marriage in a completely selfless way in 7:11 (ET 7:10), where
she states, “I am my lover’s, and over me is his desire,” and says nothing about him
belonging to her.30

Watson notes the “chiastic assonance expressing reciprocity” in the pattern of
the vowels.31 Regarding the repeated l] of possession (y˝li+ … yŸ˝dI/d˝l]), see the textual
notes on 2:16, where too the preposition with that sense was repeated (/˝l+ ynI∞a}˝w" yŸ˝li y˝dIè/D).
In the third covenantal affirmation, she will use the l] of possession only once: y̋dI+/d̋l] ynI∞a}
(7:11a [ET 7:10a]), which is identical to 6:3a.

The appellation for Solomon, μyNIêv'/V̋B' h[≤`ro˝h;, is repeated verbatim from 2:16.
See the textual notes on 2:16 and above on h[;r: and μyNIv'/v in 6:2.

Commentary
Song 6:1–3 within the Poem

We believe that the fifth cycle of the couple’s relationship extends from
5:2 to 6:10 and that this pericope (6:1–3) is the third of the four discrete peri-
copes within the fifth cycle.32 It stands between the Shulammite’s description
of the bodily features of Solomon (5:9–16) and Solomon’s second description
of her bodily features (6:4–10).33 However, the transition between this pericope
and the following is somewhat abrupt.34

Song 5:2–6:3 constitutes the longest contiguous and coherent drama in the
Song. After the consummation of the wedding (5:1), Solomon visits his Shu-
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35 See further the commentary on 5:2–8. Delitzsch, however, implies that her dream extends
from 5:2 to 5:16. He considers waking reality not to begin until 6:1, about which he com-
ments: “The longing [for her husband] remains with her even after she has wakened, as the
after effect of her dream. In the morning she goes forth and meets with the daughters of
Jerusalem” (Song of Songs, 107).

36 See further “Song 5:9–16 within the Poem” in the commentary on 5:9–16.
37 Many other commentators perceive the same drama that we describe above, but do not con-

sider it to be logical or historical. For example, Davis (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song
of Songs, 281) says: “The metaphorical poem [5:10–16] does not really serve its ostensible
purpose in the ‘story line’: to enable the women to help her find her lover. No one could pick
a man out of a crowd on the basis of this description, but telling them what he looks like is
not the point. Rather, she uses metaphors to communicate how she feels about him.”

38 The adjuration (2:7; 3:5; 5:8; 8:4) always occurs in a context that depicts the Shulammite as
suffering for the sake of love, even as the church and individual Christians suffer for the sake
of Christ’s love. See “The Adjuration and the Theology of the Cross” in “Theological
Themes in the Song.” See also 2:3–6, where the paradox is evident: his love causes her sick-
ness, and his love also is the only cure for her ills. The Shulammite delights to partake of
Solomon’s fruit, and he brings her into the house of wine, with his military banner of “love”
over her (2:3–4). She then cries out (apparently to the daughters of Jerusalem) for suste-
nance, saying, “I am sick with love” (2:5, as in 5:8). His conquest of her by means of his
love is what has rendered her weak and flaccid. But after she cries out for aid, Solomon then
holds her in intimate embrace, using both arms to support and caress her (2:6). His love is the
remedy for her malady. The sufferings of the church and of individual Christians for the sake
of Christ will have forever ceased when Christ embraces his bride in heavenly glory (Reve-
lation 21).

lammite wife (5:2–8). It may be only in her dream that he knocks and calls to
her (5:2–4), but his nocturnal visit arouses her from her slumber, and in wak-
ing reality she earnestly but unsuccessfully searches for him.35 She adjures the
daughters of Jerusalem to assist her by conveying to Solomon the message that
she is “sick with love” (5:8). The daughters respond to her adjuration by ask-
ing for a description of Solomon, so that they might be able to identify him
(5:9). The Shulammite complies by providing for them a detailed portrait of
his Christlike features (5:10–16).36

Now the “daughters of Jerusalem” (5:8, 16), to whom the beloved has been
speaking, respond to the beloved’s description of her lover (5:10–16) by ask-
ing where he has gone (6:1). Since they know what he looks like,37 if they also
know where he has gone, they should be able to locate him and communicate
to him the Shulammite’s condition: she is “sick with love” (5:8) and yearns for
his ministrations. Paradoxically, it is his love that has made her weak and vul-
nerable (while searching for him she is beaten in 5:7), but it is also only his
loving embrace that can cure her—even as it is with Christ and his bride, the
church. The tension of separation in 6:1–3 will be resolved in 6:4–10, when
the lovers shall be reunited.38

Here we may proffer the possibility that the transition between 6:1–3 and
6:4–10 might be explained by 6:11–12 if one were to understand the Shulam-
mite’s words in 6:11 in a pluperfect sense. If she says, “To a garden of nuts I
had descended” (6:11), she may be stating that after telling the daughters that
Solomon “descended to his garden” (6:2), she then followed Solomon by go-
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39 See further the textual notes and commentary on 6:11–12. To be sure, the suggestion that
6:11 may be a pluperfect does interpret the Song in its extant, canonical form, without rear-
ranging the poetry. It also does regard the extant poem as conveying a coherent message of
actual history. Compare the commentary on 1:6 and 8:12, where we deem it likely that the
brothers’ anger in 1:6 is to be explained by the Shulammite’s admission in 8:12 that she gave
away the proceeds from her vineyard (instead of giving the income to her brothers). How-
ever, a connection between 1:6 and 8:12 (near the start and end of the Song) is supported by
the chiastic structure of the Song as a whole. There does not seem to be any structural reason
to assume that 6:11–12 pertains to the interval between 6:3 and 6:4.

40 See “Eschatological Yearning and Consummation: Now but Not Yet” and “The Search” in
“Theological Themes in the Song.”

41 Contrast 1:7–8, where the Shulammite asks Solomon where she may find him when he shep-
herds at midday, and she receives a mild rebuke for her ignorance of his location: “If you
yourself don’t know …”

ing down to that same garden, and that is how she came to be reunited with
him, enabling him to speak to her in 6:4–10. The similarities between the vo-
cabulary of 6:2 and 6:11 invite such a suggestion. However, the drama in
6:11–12 is connected to that in 7:1 (ET 6:13) and elicits the description of the
Shulammite in 7:2–10 (ET 7:1–9). Throughout this commentary we endeavor
to interpret the Song by following the order of the pericopes. Therefore we con-
sider 6:11–7:1 (ET 6:11–13) to be the first pericope of the sixth cycle
(6:11–8:4).39

The Paradox: Going or Coming?
A major challenge for a literal, historical interpretation of the drama in

5:2–6:3 concerns the dynamics of separation and reunion, seeking and find-
ing—dynamics that pervade the Song as a whole.40 The Shulammite herself
was portrayed as the garden paradise in 4:12–5:1. The textual notes above drew
attention to the imagery and vocabulary in 4:8–5:1 that provide the background
for 6:1–3, especially the garden and Solomon’s activity in it in 6:2. At the con-
clusion of the earlier garden pericope, Solomon stated, “I came into my gar-
den. … I gathered my myrrh with my spice” (5:1). That is Solomon’s most
emphatic affirmation in the Song that he consummated his marriage to his Shu-
lammite wife, who is his garden.

In contrast, the Shulammite’s statement that Solomon “descended to his
garden, to the terraces of spice” (6:2) seems to imply that he had departed from
his wife. She and the daughters need to search for him (“that we may seek him
with you,” 6:1). That would imply that in 6:1–3, at least, the garden does not
represent the Shulammite nor is it the location of Solomon’s union with her.
Rather, it is a location that represents the separation of the lovers from each
other, eliciting the emotion of yearning and the action of seeking.

Furthermore, we may ask, if the Shulammite knows that Solomon went
down to his garden (6:2), why did she search for him in the city streets and not
in a garden (5:2–8)?41 If she knows that he is in his garden (6:2), why would
the daughters need to help her search for him (6:1)?
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42 Longman, Song of Songs, 175, who also says that one should not apply “logic to the scene as
if it is a real occurrence rather than a poetic reverie.” Garrett too believes that one should not
consider the Song here to describe actual historical events (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Songs, 416). In 5:2–8 the Shulammite is not really searching for her lover (p. 409), and in
6:2–3 she in effect asserts, “He is with me.” “He has gone to ‘his garden’ (that is, he has
come to her). … His going down to his garden refers to his coming to make love to her” (p.
415).

43 See “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical Approach.”
44 It is likely that Solomon did indeed possess actual gardens in various locations in Israel. For

example, Song 8:11 states that Solomon had a vineyard in Baal Hamon. Ancient Near East-
ern kings commonly had royal gardens. See the textual note on “garden” in 4:12 and “The
Garden Paradise” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

45 In addition to 4:8–5:1, other Song passages depict the garden as a setting where the couple’s
mutual love and intimate acquaintance with each other grows. For example, Solomon’s invi-
tation for her to marry him was expressed as an invitation for her to come with him to inspect
plants like those in a garden (2:10–13). Perhaps a long time after the wedding, she seeks to
renew and further their intimacy (as if on a second honeymoon, as it were) when she invites
him to accompany her to a garden-like setting of cultivation, where, she promises, she will
give to him her love (7:12–14 [ET 7:11–13]). Compare also the fruit trees and fruit in 2:3–5
and 8:5, and the vineyards in 2:15 and 8:11–12.

Many commentators consider these problems intractable and say that the
pericope defies any logical, literal explanation. Some argue that the earlier gar-
den pericope (4:12–5:1) requires 6:1–3 to mean that the male lover went to his
garden by coming to his beloved; perhaps “he has never really left her.”42 How-
ever, that view contradicts the plain sense of 6:1–2, which indicates that he has
indeed gone away—even if only for a short time. Soon afterward Solomon will
describe her (6:4–10), indicating that she indeed did find him. We may pre-
sume that eventually she did find him—in “his garden” (6:2).

Christ Descended to His Garden
We seek to interpret 6:1–3 with the same Christological and analogical

hermeneutic that is appropriate for the entirety of the Song.43 Our method and
its results are in concord with those of various Christian expositors from the
early church down to recent times. We take the Song seriously as an inspired
poem about an actual human couple—Solomon and his Shulammite wife—
who, in various ways, by God’s grace, portend the great mystery of Christ’s
union with his body and bride, the church. Consequently, we affirm both the
literal and historical dimensions of the Song and also its theological message.
In this subsection, we summarize our view. The following subsection will cite
edifying views of other expositors.

Song 6:1–3, in our opinion, requires the supposition that Solomon in one
sense departs from his wife when he descends to his garden.44 Yet in another
sense, in light of the imagery in 4:10–5:1, his descent to his garden with its
spices and his activity in it (browsing, gathering) in 6:2 represents the contin-
uance of his intimacy with her and even the intensification of intimacy as the
marriage bond matures and strengthens.45 We believe that such intensification
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46 Only the gift and the fanning of the flame of divine love, “the flame of Yah[weh]” (8:6),
could cause her to be “pure like the sun” (6:10). See the commentary on 6:10.

47 For these scriptural connections, see “The Garden Paradise” in “Theological Themes in the
Song” and “Myrrh, Nard, and Spices in the Song” in the commentary on 4:8–5:1. Trustwor-
thy and concise explanations of the doctrine of Christ’s descent into hell (1 Pet 3:18–22), as
confessed in the Apostles’ Creed, may be found in Martin H. Scharlemann, “ ‘He Descend-
ed into Hell’: An Interpretation of 1 Peter 3:18–20,” CTM 37/2 (February 1956) 81–94, and
David P. Scaer, Christology (Confessional Lutheran Dogmatics 6; Fort Wayne, Ind.: Inter-
national Foundation for Lutheran Confessional Research, 1989) 83–88.

48 More common in the NT than imagery of a garden per se are related images of the church as
a vineyard and as fruitful (cf. Jesus’ parables about seed, crops, and the tenants in the vine-
yard; the fruit of the Spirit; etc.). The garden in Song 4:12–5:1 has abundant fruits as well as
milk, honey, and wine (which comes from a vineyard). See “The Vineyard” in “Theological
Themes in the Song” and Jn 15:1–8.

is what explains the remarkable portrait of her that follows (6:4–10), particu-
larly in 6:10, where she is described with theophanic, Christlike imagery.46

The central message of the Song is the “Love” that “is as strong as death,”
and the “ardor” that “is as fierce as Sheol” (8:6). That love is supremely re-
vealed in Jesus Christ, whose crucifixion, burial, and resurrection from the gar-
den tomb comprise the focal point of Scripture’s garden theme, connecting
Eden to the eternal garden paradise (Rev 22:1–5). Before his passion Jesus
prayed in the Garden of Gethsemane. He was embalmed with spices by Nicode-
mus and Joseph of Arimathea, then laid in a garden tomb (Jn 19:38–41). He
descended to hell (1 Pet 3:18–22). On Easter morning, the women came to his
garden tomb to embalm him with more spices (Lk 23:55–24:3), and Mary at
first supposed that the risen Christ was the gardener (Jn 20:15). To the present
day, the church uses flowers, especially lilies, to commemorate Christ’s Easter
resurrection.

We propose a two-faceted Christological and ecclesiological view of Song
6:1–3. First, Solomon’s descent to his garden with spices and lilies (6:2) por-
trays him as departing from his beloved in a way that prefigures Christ’s anoint-
ing, embalming, and burial in the garden tomb.47 After his death, he descended
to the depths of hell to proclaim his victory. But Christ appeared to have aban-
doned his followers. Women searching for him came to his garden tomb on
Easter morning, but did not find him (Lk 24:1–8). At first Mary did not recog-
nize him, but her assumption that he must be the gardener (Jn 20:15) was par-
tially correct: Christ was indeed in his garden, and that is where she found him.
(So too will the Shulammite suddenly find her lover [Song 6:4, 12].)

That leads to the second facet. By descending to the garden tomb and down
into hell, as part of his mission to vanquish the devil and all the powers of death
and evil, Christ had not really deserted his followers. Instead, he now comes to
his beloved bride, the church, in a far more intimate way than was possible dur-
ing the OT era and his earthly ministry—before his descent. Just as Solomon’s
Shulammite bride is herself the garden with abundant fruits and living waters
(4:12–5:1), so also the church is Christ’s garden, made verdant and fruitful by
him.48 The risen and glorified Christ is to be found in his garden—his church—
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Luther’s treatment of Song 6:1–3 follows this same line of thought. The bride (God’s people
under Solomon)

sees that she has not been altogether deserted by the Bridegroom [God], but that He has
gone down … to tend the garden … that is, to increase His gifts to the people even fur-
ther. For when God deserts us … He is pruning His vine so that it will bring forth fruit
more richly (cf. John 15:2). The bride is speaking here about the fruit of trial, the fruit
we bring forth in faith and good works through many tribulations. (AE 15:243)

Hence Luther is saying that during trials we may think that God has deserted us, but God is
in fact at work on us and in us. According to the notes taken by Dietrich, Luther referred to
“Ioannis 15,” and AE 15:243 has assumed that the specific verse Luther had in mind was Jn
15:2. On the other hand, the longer notes taken by Rörer do not refer to John 15, but in the
context of Luther’s remarks about “tribulation” and “endurance” is “Ro[mans] 5,” which the
editors have assumed refers to Rom 5:3 (WA 31II.721).

49 For the garden and spice, see especially “Myrrh, Nard, and Spices in the Song” in the com-
mentary on 4:8–5:1 and “The Garden Paradise” in “Theological Themes in the Song.”

50 See the textual note and commentary on sDEr“P', “paradise,” in its garden context in Song 4:13.

ever strengthening his bond of intimacy with her, giving himself to her and
claiming her as his own (“I am my lover’s, and my lover is mine,” Song 6:3;
see further below). His garden is where the waters of life flow. He is present in
Word and Sacrament, pouring out the “living waters” so that they well up in
her and flow from her belly (Jn 7:38, where Jesus quotes Song 4:15). The risen
Christ was present with his disciples but unrecognized until he was revealed
in the breaking of the bread, whereupon he vanished from their physical sight
(Lk 24:30–31, 35). Yet through Baptism, teaching of the Word, and the Sup-
per, he remains present with and in his church unto the end of the age (Mt
28:20).

Such a twofold Christological interpretation of Song 6:1–3, in which the
lover departs to a garden yet comes to his beloved more intimately as a gar-
den, has several kinds of exegetical support. First, a Christological interpreta-
tion of 6:1–3 is consistent with the preceding pericope, in which Solomon was
portrayed as a type of the incarnate and glorified Christ (5:10–16). Second,
while the vocabulary in 6:2 may not require this Christological interpretation,
the OT usage of the vocabulary is in harmony with it.49 In particular, the tex-
tual notes above pointed out that the verb dr"y:, “to go down, descend” (6:2) of-
ten refers to descending to the realm of the dead (Sheol, the pit, etc.) which
Christ experienced (but he did not remain there [Ps 16:8–11]). That provides
the background also for Christ’s descent to hell—not to suffer, but to “preach”
(khruvssw, 1 Pet 3:19) that he had vanquished the ancient serpent who had cor-
rupted Eden’s garden paradise. Moreover, dr"y: often denotes God descending
in theophanies to redeem his people, even as Christ graciously descends to
work redemptively in his church through the means of grace. Third, this inter-
pretation is consistent with the eschatology of the Song (as seen in its themes
of yearning, searching, and the garden paradise), which points to Christ’s
promise to the penitent malefactor, “Today you shall be with me in paradise”50

(Lk 23:42), and to the eternal garden paradise inhabited by the redeemed in
Christ (Rev 22:1–5).
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51 Elliott, The Song of Songs and Christology in the Early Church 381–451, 83–85.
52 See further “Myrrh, Nard, and Spices in the Song” in the commentary on 4:8–5:1.
53 The LXX renders μc,Bo in 4:16; 5:1; and 6:2 by a[rwma, but in 4:14 it renders it by muvron.

The only three verses of the Song where the LXX uses katabaivnw are 4:16 and 6:2, 11.
katabaivnw is apt for dr"y: in 6:2, 11, and both of those verses speak of descending to a gar-
den.

Akin to the paradoxical dynamic of the lover departing and yet uniting
more intimately with his beloved (Song 6:1–10) is the explanation by Christ
about his imminent departure in John 14–17. He will go away, but his depar-
ture is far better for the church than if he had not gone away. If he goes, he will
send upon his church another Paraclete, through whom the Father and the Son
will come and abide with and in her forever (Jn 14:16–18, 23, 26–28; 15:26;
16:7, 13–16).

Similar Christological Interpretations
Some early church interpreters related the descent of Solomon to his gar-

den to the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ, and also to the descent of
Christ to hell.51 LXX Song 4:16–5:1 was an influential text in that exegesis.
The LXX renders 4:16, ejxegevrqhti borra' … katabhvtw ajdelfidov" mou eij"
kh'pon aujtou', “Arise, north wind … may my kinsman descend into his gar-
den.” The context (4:12–5:1) describes the garden as replete with spices such
as those used and intended for embalming Jesus after his death.52 The combi-
nation of all those elements in the context seems to be what prompted some
early interpreters to connect Song 4:16–5:1 to Christ’s death and resurrection.
The verb ejxegeivrw, which is in LXX Song 4:16, means “to raise up fr[om] the
dead” in 1 Cor 6:14 (BDAG, 2). The verb katabaivnw, which is in LXX Song
4:16, refers to Christ as having come down from heaven for his earthly min-
istry in Jn 6:38, and 1 Thess 4:16 states that at the Lord’s second coming, he
will come down (katabaivnw) from heaven and the dead in Christ shall rise.
katabaivnw refers to Christ descending into the abyss in Rom 10:7 and de-
scending to the lower parts of the earth in Eph 4:9.

We refer to these early church views here (rather than in the commentary
on 4:16–5:1) for the following reason. The LXX is somewhat inaccurate in
translating a/B (“come”) in 4:16 by katabaivnw (“go down, descend”). How-
ever, the LXX is quite accurate in rendering dr"y: in 6:2 with the same verb
(katabaivnw): ajdelfidov" mou katevbh eij" kh'pon aujtou', “My kinsman de-
scended into his garden.” Song 6:2 then mentions terraces of “spice” (μc,Bo, as
in 4:14, 16; 5:1), and so 6:2 has the same basic theme (descending to the gar-
den with spices) as LXX 4:16–5:1.53

Attributed to Athanasius is a homily that repeatedly quotes from Song
4:16–5:1 and proclaims Christ’s crucifixion and burial, descent to hell, and res-
urrection. The forgiveness of sins is a prominent part of the message. Imme-
diately after one of the quotations of Song 4:16 is this:
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54 This is our translation of comments attributed to Athanasius found in PG 27:1353, 1356.
Compare the discussion in Elliott, The Song of Songs and Christology in the Early Church
381–451, 19, 83. The verb we have rendered as “plundered” (aorist) and “were plundering”
(imperfect) is skuleuvw, which means “strip or despoil a slain enemy, esp[ecially] of [taking
away] his arms [weapons]” (LSJ). Hence it is a most appropriate verb for describing the tri-
umphant descent of Christ to hell (1 Pet 3:18–22). While this portion of the homily does not
quote or directly refer to Jn 20:22, we deem it likely that part of the reason that Song
4:16–5:1 (with the blowing north and south winds) was connected to Jn 20:19–22 is because
Christ breathed on the disciples and said, “Receive the Holy Spirit” (Jn 20:22).

55 Christ’s suffering ended at the moment of his death on the cross, but Gerhard pictures
Christ’s passion as extending to include his burial.

56 Gerhard, Eleven Easter and Pentecost Sermons, 24.

When our Lord and Savior was crucified, then the sun became dark and the
earth quaked, then the rocks were split and the tombs were opened. … This
one hanging on a tree is himself our salvation. For this crucifixion was the
cleansing of sins [stauvrwsi" kavqarsi"]. And a great spectacle then took
place, because when the body was crucified, sin fell down. … The Lord, hav-
ing come down, went to no one except to the devil. … The Logos plundered
Hades. The gatekeepers of Hades, seeing this, were horrified. Then the
women sat beside the body [of Christ] in the tomb, weeping. Then let the dis-
ciples of the Lord, hiding inside the room [Jn 20:19–23], say, “Arise, north
wind, and come, south wind; blow upon my garden, and may my spices flow
[Song 4:16].” … Therefore it was in the north that the body of the Lord lay;
we have been in that place where the Lord was crucified, and it was to the
north of Jerusalem. … When the body had lain in the north for three days,
the Savior comes from the south, and receives the body which had lain in the
north, and comes to the disciples in the place where they were. Furthermore,
when the Lord entered [Jn 20:19–23], the garden blew, and the spices flowed.
Then let the disciples say to the Lord, “O Lord, when you were crucified, and
you were plundering Hades, we were all together in the room, coming togeth-
er and seeking the light from you; for light for us is your return [parousiva].”
… [Thomas then inspects the wounds of the nails in the risen body of Christ
and paraphrases part of Song 4:16.] Our spices are the imperishability of the
body, which he [Christ] put on. Therefore for this reason Paul said, “It is nec-
essary for the perishable to put on imperishability and for the mortal to put on
immortality [1 Cor 15:53].”54

The seventeenth-century orthodox Lutherans Johann Gerhard and Sa-
lomon Glassius follow some of the same biblical connections we did above.
Gerhard summarizes the pattern involving both contrast and correspondence
between Adam and Christ, and between Eden and the garden locations in which
Christ’s passion began (Gethsemane) and ended (his burial in a garden tomb):55

The pattern is again specially demonstrated by the fact that Christ arose in a
garden and appeared to Mary Magdalene after His resurrection in the form of
a gardener [Jn 20:15]. He began His suffering in a garden [Gethsemane].
Therefore, He also wanted to demonstrate its end in a garden, [i.e.,] that He
had brought back through His suffering and resurrection everything that the
first gardener, Adam, who had been placed in the Garden of Eden by God in
Gen. 2:15 to build and maintain it, had lost.56
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Glassius focuses more on the ongoing work of Christ in his church after
his ascension. Glassius summarizes the three verses as a confession of faith
(Bekenntniß) by the daughters of Jerusalem (Song 6:1) and the bride of Christ
(6:2–3).57 Christ has left this world (Jn 13:1; 16:28; 17:11). By asking where
he has gone, the daughters show that the thoughts of their hearts turn toward
him and they aspire to the costly heavenly goods that he has purchased for them
(Col 3:1–2). Christ has ascended to heaven and is at the right of the Majesty
on high (Heb 1:3) and fills all things (Eph 4:10). Therefore he has not aban-
doned his church militant here on earth. That Christ has gone down to his gar-
den (the Christian church everywhere on earth [Song 4:12–16]) means that
Christ is present with his church according to his two natures until the end of
the world (Mt 28:20).58 The “little spice gardens” (Würzgärtlein, Song 6:2) to
which Christ descends are all the individual congregations (Rev 1:13, 20; 2:1),
which become like fruitful garden beds through the Word and Sacraments. That
Christ feeds (weide) among the gardens indicates that he takes pleasure in so
many different Christian communions (Is 53:11; Prov 8:31) and as the one
Good Shepherd (Ps 23:1–2) he feeds (weide) his flocks of sheep on the green
pasture of his Word.59 That he picks roses or gathers lilies means that he both
picks up and joins the fruits of faith of his chosen ones to a future reward in
eternal life (2 Tim 4:8; Rev 14:13).

Ernst Hengstenberg, like Glassius, understood Song 6:1–3 to be about
Christ’s ongoing relationship with his church. In 5:2–8 the daughter of Zion
prefigured disbelieving Israel and those Jewish people who rejected Christ
(Rom 11:7) since she did not open for the (heavenly) Solomon in time. But she
repents, and in Song 6:1–3 she acknowledges, without envy, that Christ has his
being (sein Wesen hat) in the church, and with this acknowledgment the old re-
lationship (between God and Israel) may be considered to be restored (Rom
11:25–26).60 In Song 6:2, “My Lover went down to his garden,” the garden is
a picture or type (Bild) of the church, as in 4:12. That the Lover “browses/feeds

57 Glassius, “Das Hohelied Salomo,” 793. Glassius rightly considers these three verses to be a
unit despite the infelicitous chapter division in the Vulgate and Luther’s translation of the
Song, upon which Glassius is commenting. The Vulgate (followed by Luther) numbers Song
6:1–3 as 5:17–6:2. In our summary of Glassius, we have changed his numbering of the vers-
es to match that of the Hebrew text and of English Bible translations.

58 The reference to Christ’s two natures is an allusion to Song 5:9–16, which, according to var-
ious Christian expositors, depicts Christ according to his human and divine natures. See the
commentary on 5:9–16.

59 Similar to Glassius is an early exposition, attributed to Athanasius, of “may my Kinsman
descend into his garden” (LXX Song 4:16, but see Song 6:2). Following that text is this
prayer: “Blow upon me, O Logos, and teach me your words, and write your commandments
upon the breadth of my heart” (our translation of comments found in PG 27:1349).

60 Hengstenberg, Hohelied Salomonis, 135. On page 161, Hengstenberg will explain that the
prerequisite for the reacceptance of the daughter of Zion back into the congregation of the
Lord is that she, without envy, acknowledge the reign of Christ under the church gathered out
of the heathen. Regarding Hengstenberg’s view that Song 5:2–8 prefigures the rejection of
Christ by most first-century Jewish people, see the commentary on 5:2–8.
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61 In Hengstenberg’s view, this refers to the present church age, during which the majority of
the Jewish people reject Christ.

62 Hengstenberg, Hohelied Salomonis, 160–61. We disagree with Hengstenberg’s explanation
for the variation in the wording of 6:3 as compared to 2:16. He affirms that in 2:16 the Lover
took the initiative: may we love him [Christ] because he first loved us. But in 6:3 Hengsten-
berg believes that the beloved takes the initiative and extends her begging hand to him. For
this commentary’s view, see below and also “Monergism” and “The Progressive Covenantal
Affirmations in Song of Songs 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10),” both in “Theological Themes in
the Song.”

63 Murphy, Song of Songs, 173.
64 Davis, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs, 283.

among the gardens” (6:2) means that Christ, as the heavenly Shepherd, feeds
his flocks, as in 1:7. These flocks can only be those who are converted out of
the heathen—that is, the daughters of Jerusalem (1:5; 3:10)—while the daugh-
ter of Zion is still separated from him.61 The Lover “gathers lilies” (6:2); the
lilies are a picture/type (Bild) of the lovely virgins—the nations who are ac-
cepted into the kingdom of the heavenly Solomon (2:16; 4:5). Then in 6:3 the
daughter of Zion realizes that her separation is over, and she is reunited with
the heavenly Solomon.62

“I Am My Lover’s, and My Lover Is Mine” (6:3)
If 6:1–2 describes the lover’s descent to his garden as a kind of departure

and yet at the same time a demonstration and consummation of his love for and
with her, then the next verse, 6:3, is her affirmation of the enduring covenan-
tal bond of marriage that holds them together—whether they are separated or
united. Every human marriage experiences the rhythm of absence and reunion,
even on a daily basis, as when a spouse departs for work and returns at the end
of the day. Over the years, a marriage goes through longer cycles of trying times
and relative bliss. So too the Christian may perceive periods of time when the
Lord seems far away and others when his presence is almost palpable—even
though God promises his own constancy despite and throughout all human vac-
illations (2 Tim 2:11–13). Hence Murphy’s remark is true of the Christian life
as well as marriage: “The lover was never really lost to her, even though he
was absent according to the story she related in 5:2–7. … Their union, despite
the absences and searches, always perdures.”63

Song 6:3 repeats 2:16, but with a significant change of word order that in-
dicates that the beloved’s focus is less on herself and more on him who loves
her. See “Covenantal Headship,” particularly “The Progressive Covenantal Af-
firmations in Song of Songs 2:16; 6:3; 7:11 (ET 7:10),” in “Theological Themes
in the Song.”

Many commentators recognize the covenantal language in 6:3. For exam-
ple, Davis compares it to God’s covenant at Sinai, “where another statement
of total mutual commitment was made: ‘I will be your God and you will be my
people’ (Lev. 26:12; compare Exod. 6:7; Ezek. 36:28; 37:27).”64 This covenan-
tal language is affirmed eschatologically toward the conclusion of the Scrip-
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65 Davis, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs, 284.
66 See “Antonymous Texts with Adulterous Language” in “This Commentary’s Hermeneutical

Approach.”

tures, when the new Jerusalem, the bride of Christ adorned for her husband,
descends to meet him (Rev 21:2): then “they shall be his people, and God him-
self will be with them and will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death
shall be no more” (Rev 21:3–4).

Christ’s sacrificial giving of his entire self for the sake of his beloved calls
for exclusive devotion to God through him and is the pattern for how husbands
are to love their wives (Eph 5:25–33). Speaking of God’s covenant with his
people, Davis states: “The power of that relationship is not available to those
who seek God casually, as one among many attractive options.”65 This relates
to the First Commandment, “You shall have no other gods before me” (Ex
20:3), and also to the Sixth Commandment, “You shall not commit adultery”
(Ex 20:14).66 The undivided and all-encompassing love that fulfills those com-
mandments is expressed positively by way of affirmation in Song 6:3: “I am
my lover’s, and my lover is mine.”
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